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Queen Nancy Pelosi
“Let Them Eat Ice Cream”

AMERICA’S Marie Antoinette
“Let Them Eat Cake”
My View - Ernie C. Salgado Jr.

On APRIL 14, 2020: Pelosi’s TV
interview on CBS’ “The Late, Late
Show with James Corden” from her
7.5 million dollar California estate
shows how out of touch she and the
Socialist Democrats are with the hard
working average Americans, like “Joe
the plumber.”

American workers and counting are ers unless Republicans gave in to their
struggling to put beans on the table to demands just shows how far removed
feed their families.
Pelosi is from working people. And
However, she failed to mention her why not after all they scammed the
passion for booze. Maybe the gour- American taxpayer for over $700billion dollars in the CARES Aid.
met ice cream was a sham.

Regardless of the obvious that the
Socialist Democrats don’t care about
the American workers. They will continue in lock-step to bring about the
“Transformation of America” to a
Socialist Government.

Was she actually drunk during the One demand by California senator
interview? “Let them drink booze” Dianna Feinstein was to send billions
Standing in front of her refrigerator might have caught on.
in aid to Iran. The details of the “Bail
and freezer that costs $24,000 each,
Out” is still pending.
During the time Pelosi was showing
which is more than millions of Amerioff her gourmet ice cream collection It seemed fitting to compare Pelosi to
cans earn a year, Pelosi told Corden
on late-night TV, Senate Socialist Austrian-French monarch Marie Anthat she has a passion for gourmet ice
Democrats, backed by Pelosi were toinette, who is quoted to have said
cream at $13 to $15 a pint and ever
blocking a move to appropriate $250 upon learning that French peasants
opened the freezer to show it stocked
billion in loans to small business own- had run out of bread to eat; “Let
full. All this while over 22-million
them eat cake”

Let’s pray that America gets back to
work before the buffoons decide to
extend the shut down of the Nation
forcing the American people to be
dependent on the Government for
their basic needs; food, shelter and
safety. Welcome to the new Democratic Socialist America.
Pelosi: “Let them eat ice cream”

Socialist Democrats Bragging On Blocking
Money For Workers To Gain Political 'Leverage'
Far-left caucus pushing coronavirus relief for illegal aliens
By WND Staff Published April 22, 2020 U.S. Rep. Pramila Jayapal, D-Wash.
A House Democrat admitted she and her progressive colleagues are blocking relief to small businesses to gain leverage to advance their far-left
agenda.

Also in attendance
were members of the
"squad" of far-left
freshmen, Reps. Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez
of New York, Rashida
Tlaib of Michigan and
Ilhan Omar of Minnesota.

In a virtual news conference on Monday (April 20,
2020) with progressive lawmakers and activists,
U.S. Rep. Pramila Jayapal, D-Wash., insisted illegal immigrants should receive coronavirus relief,
The Blaze reported.
The proposed "Phase 3.5" of the coronavirus relief
"We don't know what's in the package yet, we only package is aimed at small businesses impacted by
know what's been reported," Jayapal said during the shutdowns in response to the pandemic.

President Gives Shoot Orders
President Donald Trump said in a tweet Wednesday
that he told the United States Navy to shoot and destroy
Iranian gunboats that provoke American military ships.
“I have instructed the United States Navy to shoot down

and destroy any and all Iranian gunboats if they harass
our ships at sea,” Trump told his Twitter followers. The

the #PutPeopleFirst conference.

On Tuesday afternoon, the White House and con"But I think what you're hearing from all of us on gressional leaders announced an agreement on the
the call is that we have real concerns about giving core components of the relief bill.

president’s tweet comes after reports Wednesday suggest
Iran’s paramilitary Revolutionary Guard launched a military satellite into orbit.

away leverage now without getting some of the pri- Senate Majority Leader Mitch McConnell said
orities we need."
Democrats have given up on a number of
Video of the remarks were posted on Twitter by "unrelated demands" during the final stages of ne-

Trump is also dealing with heavy economic headwinds
as governors and mayors continue a series of economic
lockdowns as a means of slowing the coronavirus spread,
which has killed more than 45,000 people in the U.S.

the Senate Republican Communications Center.

gotiations. He said the 12-days it took to reach an

"Think about that: Democrats would rather use agreement is a costly delay for American workers.

workers as partisan leverage than actually help
them," the tweet said.

A report from the State Department noted that Russia,
Iran, and China are launching misinformation campaigns accusing the U.S. of creating the virus.
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American Tribes vs Alaskan Natives Over
The Bone Tossed To Them by Congress
Source: Indian Country Today - Joaqlin Estus and Mark Trahant contributed to this story. - Edited by Ernie C. Salgado Jr., American Indian Reporter
The conflict between the 574 American Indian Tribes and the 13 Regional
Alaskan Natives Corporation and the
270 village corporations is over the distribution of the $8-billion allocated by
the CARES Act.
The issue is that if the 13 regional Alaska Native Corporations, are included
in the fund that would significantly reduce the funds available to 574 federally-recognized tribes, including those in
Alaska.

Maybe Congress got it wrong, but it is
want it is and until the legislation is
changed by the U.S, lawmakers the
American Indian Tribe are going to
have to live with it.

“These corporations,” Sharp said, un- profit-making as their primary mission,
like tribes “are subject to the laws and not governmental services such as pubregulations of a sovereign that is on par lic safety, health, or education. Still,
with tribal nations . . . the State of Alas- Alaska Native corporate businesses,
ka.” Sharp’s letter was blunt: “These which range from telecommunications,
funds will be critical to assist Tribal fisheries, oil and gas support, to logging
governments in withstanding the im- have been deeply impacted by the napacts of COVID-19.”
tional emergency. Tribal enterprises
“Treasury and Interior should resist can also apply for other provisions in
any suggestions from non-Tribal gov- the act.

Filing law suits will not be beneficial to
anyone simple because no one in
Washington D.C. cares about the well
being of the 574 American Indian
Tribes and the 13 Regional Alaskan
Natives Corporation and the 270 vil- ernment entities to confuse this duty Corporations have generated expenses
lage corporations except the Tribes and with a broader mandate, not supported and lost income due to COVID-19.
Alaskan Natives.
by the law, to distribute ... beyond the Some corporations may be losing monInstead of going into full combat mode federally recognized Tribal govern- ey because employees were sent home
for their safety but remain on the payagainst each other the American Indian ments,” Sharp wrote.
Tribes and Alaskan Native should be Not all of Alaska’s tribal citizens are roll.

Again, someone one was asleep at the
wheel. First of all the Department of
Interior should have anticipated this
problem but as always in dealing with
the Tribal Governments the policy is look to Congress to provide adequate shareholders in a corporation, so they
one-size-fits-all.
funding.
would not receive dividends and are
Regardless, the real issue is the amount Maybe some of these Tribal Leaders not eligible for scholarships and other
of money allocated by the CARES Act should ask their Socialist Democrats corporate benefits. In addition, some
of 8-Billion dollars. Although it is a lot friends to redirect some of the 100- corporate shareholders are not memof money but when one considers the Billion dollars they are proposing to bers of any tribe.
enormous needs of the American Indi- send to Iran, to the Tribes and Native
an Tribes and the Alaskan Natives it is Alaskans instead.
less than “Band Aid” funding.
Again, in all fairness many of the more
Many tribes and Alaskan Natives view financially advanced American Indian
the funds as a windfall to address other Tribes operate s quasi profit making
real needs of their people. For example corporations or non-profits since the
the U.S. Surgeon General announced are exempt for State and Federal taxes.
on national TV that the coronavirus The most obvious example is the gamcrisis is even more pronounced in Indi- ing tribes. While many other tribes are
an County as over 30 percent of the operating multi-billion dollar businessAmerican Indian and Alaskan Native es. So what’s the difference
do not have running water to even wash National Congress of American Inditheir hands.
ans’ President Fawn Sharp, Quinault,
How is this possible in the richest Nation on earth? The answer is simple.
When the government is going to provide your basic needs this is the final
results of a Socialist based system. It
don’t work folks. And this is only the
tip of the problems faced bythe American Indian Tribes and Alaskan Natives.

wrote Mnuchin Saturday, saying that
the funding should be “distributed to
Tribal governments.” However, she
said the legislation uses a definition that
lumps federally recognized tribes together with for-profit corporations created under the Alaska Native Claims
Settlement Act.

The conflict is based on the legal structure Alaskan Natives as profit making
corporations as opposed to the as opposed to the tribal structure of the
American Indian Tribes locate in the
lower 48-State.

“It is important to note the distinction

between Alaska Native tribal villages
and ANCSA regional or village corporations,” Sharp wrote. “Alaska Native
tribal villages exercise sovereign governmental authority over their lands and
citizens, possess a government-togovernment relationship with the United States, and are “Tribal governments” under Section 601. Alaska regional or village corporations, on the
other hand, are businesses incorporated under Alaska state law as authorized under ANCSA that do not have a
political relationship with the federal
government.”

However, the argument of the 574
American Indian Tribes is a nonstarter. First, in the definition of Public
Law 93-638, the Indian Self Determination and Education Act of
1975, which was President Richard M.
Nixon’s gift to the American Indians
and Native Alaskans it clearly defines
the intent of Congress in recognizing
the American Indian Tribes and the 13
Regional Alaskan Natives Corporation Sharp said the Alaska Native corporate
and the 270 village corporations on a obligations to shareholders are not conequal bases.
sistent with that of a government.

A consultation letter Monday from the The departments of Treasury and InteGreat Plains Tribal Chairmen's Associ- rior held teleconferences last week
ation went further. "Please do not allow seeking comments from tribal leaders.
Alaska Native Corporations to be Tribal governments can submit written
counted as Tribal governments under comments to consultation@bia.gov and
the CARES Act ... that would be con- tribal.consult@treasury.gov

trary to the plain language of the
CARES Act, and it would allow for
double or triple counting of Alaska
Natives since members of federallyrecognized Alaska Native villages are
also shareholders in Alaska Native Regional Corporations and Alaska Native
Village Corporations," wrote Harold

The Treasury Department would like
to begin payments on April 24.

Again, to imply, demonize or discredit
Assistant Secretary for Indian Affairs
Tara Sweeney because of her tribal
affiliation or career history is bogus and
only serves to undermine the advancements of our people.

Please go the CALIE.org website for a
complete copy of the California Tribal
Chairperson’s Association, Inc.,
(CTCA) letter of recommendations for
the distribution of the $8-billion allocated by the CARES Act.
The posting of the letter was authorized by Bo Mazzetti, Chairman of the
CTCA.
CALIE.org will post your information,
activities and events at no cost.
Email to CALIE.org. OR
Box5@AmericanIndianReporter.com

The CARE Act has a provision for
Tribal Government Relief Fund, some
$8 billion to fund tribal governmental
services. It’s the single largest investment in Indian Country in the history
of the country, yet given the nature of
Frazier, chairman of the Cheyenne
this crisis falls short of what funds are
River Sioux Tribe and chairman of the
actually needed to meet the challenges.
Great Plains Tribal Chairmen's AssociSeveral Alaska Native corporations
ation.
contacted for this story were not availaGreat Plains said it would be improper
ble for comment.
for Assistant Secretary for Indian Affairs Tara Sweeney to advocate for that Once again, the leaders of the 574
position within the Trump administra- American Indian Tribes and the 13
tion. Sweeney is Alaska Native and Regional Alaskan Natives Corporation
worked for the Arctic Slope Regional and 270 village corporations need to
Corporation before her appoint- come together and challenge Congress
ment. Sweeney could not be reached for “THEIR FAIR SHARE!”
for comment.

Isn’t not enough that the Socialist
Democrat Senator Minority Leader
Charles Schumer has already criticized
her for her Alaskan Native heritage.
But since he is a Socialist Democrat he
is exempt from making racist remarks.
Alaska Native corporations also have

Real American Hero, Boatswain’s Mate First Class
James "Willie" Williams, Cherokee
1930-1966
Congressional Medal of Honor
A Cherokee Indian, James Elliot
Williams was born in Fort Mill,
South Carolina, in 1930.
He went on to join the United
States Navy in 1947 when he was
just 16 years old.
His first chance at active-duty came
just three years later when he served
in the Korean War on the USS

Douglas H. Fox.
There, he led small boats to perform raiding parties on the shores
of North Korea. After his service in
Korea, in 1966, Williams was deployed to Vietnam, where he commanded River Patrol Boat 105, assigned with fighting Viet Cong soldiers and arms shipments.

It was here that he was almost killed history.
in an ambush.
During a pursuit of an enemy watercraft, Williams and his men were
led into a surprise attack in which
the Viet Cong outnumbered them
three to one. However, after an extensive three-hour bloody battle,
Williams led his crew to victory resulting in the deaths of over 1,000
Viet Cong and the destruction of
more than 60 enemy vessels.
For this, he was awarded the Medal
of Honor for his actions in this battle. On top of this, over the course
of his career, he earned every level
of valor award, making him the
most decorated sailor in US Naval

Many corporations have generated educational materials for shareholders
about how to avoid contracting
COVID-19. Others have donated
money to food banks, tribes, and charities helping with COVID-19 response.
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Better to Die A Free American Than
To Live Under the Rule of Socialism
My View - Ernie C. Salgado Jr

First, just to be clear, It is not my intent
to down play the seriousness of the
pandemic, my point is that we, as a Nation have been here before and survived without the destruction of our
economy. Logic and common sense
don’t warrant it. However, the collapse
of the backbone of our Republic would
benefit the Democrat Socialist agenda
as well as China.

the order of the mayor for violating the
“Social Distancing” mandate. The list
of civil rights violations is endless. This
is a preview of rule pf a Socialist Government would be like.

Had the Democrat/Socialist 2016 Presidential candidate, Hilary Clinton been
elected President the “Transformation
of America” would have been complete.

Although the ACLU and other Socialist activist movements started in public
during the 1960’s it slowly moved forwards until 2008.

After 8-years of decline of the economy
the “Silent Majority” of American people finally woke up to what was happening to their America and to the surprise
of the world and the Nation they elected a colorful, outspoken and quick
tempered billionaire business man with
no political experience as their President.

On November 4, 2008 the American
people were duped into electing a
smooth talking Socialist/Communist
politician as the President who vowed
to bring about the “Transformation of
American” with the “Redistribution of However, from the day he declared his
Wealth.” And again, Alinsky’s “8-Steps candidacy he came under attack for
“We The People” of the United States to a Socialist Government.”
many quarter including the illegal inof America are under siege by the I have dubbed him the “Manchurian volvement of many government agenAmerican Democratic Socialist, One Candidate” because he had his perso- cies. The opposition has been relentWord Order, Green Weenies, anti- nel records sealed by a court order and less for the past 3-years of his PresidenAmerica extremist and their propagan- nothing about him was allowed to be cy. Even with all these distractions and
da allies, CNN, CBS, NBC, New Your made public. And anyone challenging no support from the left he has brought
Times, Washington Post, Time Maga- him was demonized, investigated and the Country back from the brink finanzine and let is not forget the entertain- harassed. Yes, this really happen in the cial bankruptcy to a world economic
ment industry just to name a few whose United States of America. The irony is power again. And for the first time in
agenda is to bring about the that he ran on a platform of total the history of the Country we are ener“Transformation of American” to a “Transparency” and millions of Ameri- gy independent in addition to becomSocialist Country.
cans bought in to it “Line, hook and ing a major exporter of oil and gas in
the world.
Another conspiracy theory is your first sinker” and still do.
For over the 243-plus years of the existence of the United States of America
we have suffer multiple epidemics, pandemics and other health crisis and not
once did we shut down the Counties
free enterprise system.

the WHO as a corrupt organization the
Socialist Democrats oppose him and
the even side with China.
Why would the Chinese kill thousands
of their own people to infect the world
and specifically the United State? One
must first understand the mental mindset of the Chinese’s long term goal for
power and domination of the world.
People are expendable and considered
collateral damage. Unbelievable?
When the Communist took over China
they murdered over 20-million of their
own people while the rest of the world
stood by and did nothing. And to this
day human rights are unheard of in
China.

Are the Democrats and their antiAmerican allies in consort with the Chinese? I don’t believe that to be true.
But it really doesn’t matter because
they have taken full advantage of the
crisis to further their Socialist political
agenda. First, they have been successful
in crating a Nationwide crisis and panic
through the free mongering their propaganda machine the mainstream media.
They have succeeded in forcing the
shutting down of the Nation’s economy
Over the past 30-plus years Chinese bring the world to a potential financial
has risen to a world economic power to collapse of which the world has never
the point that not one Nation including seen.
America dare to challenge them on the Close to 25-million Americans are out
manipulation of their currency, import of work while Congress votes themand export tariffs and corporate espio- selves a raise. And the far left Socialist
nage until now.
Democrats are telling the people not to
President Trump has forced them to return to work.

thought, but please read what I have to And for those of you that don’t believe
say and you decide.
in coincidences' the Chinese research
Since the 1960’s with the “Peace Move- lab in Wuhan that is reported to have
ment” the Nation has been systemati- invented the coronavirus was funded by
cally pushed to the left. It is textbook the “Manchurian Candidate” President
Saul Alinsky’s “8-Steps to a Socialist Obama. Just providing some closely
Government.” If you don’t know what guarded facts.
Alinsky’s “8-Steps to a Socialist Gov- One excellent example of the demonernment”
ized, investigated and harassed of an the negotiation table and has leveled
The current State and local Govern- individual was “Joe the Plumber” s as the trade market so that it is not one
ments overreach, especially in the Blue he was dubbed by the media. Here was sided in China’s favor. In doing do he
Socialist Democratic States have tram- a guy standing in his own front yard, was able to offer better tax incentive to
pled on the Connotational rights of the minding his own business went a com- the manufacturing industry to return to
people. Some examples are the illegal plete stranger shows up with an entou- America creating million of jobs. Over
use of drones to spy on the people, the rage of news media with video cameras. the past 3-years America has become
absents of free choice, freedom of trav- The “Manchurian Candidate” intro- the world economic leader once again.
el, the lose of our rights to gather, even
as a family, the shortage of food and
other essential needs and the authoritarian polices, directives, orders and
mandates issued by our elected officials.

duces himself a the Democratic candidate for the Presidency of the United
States of America. He spouts his ideology of the “Redistribution of Wealth.”
“Joe the Plumber” simply responded.
“That it sounded like Socialism to me.”

And not to mention the quasi police
state that is taking hold. Some examples of the abuse of power; A pastor
was arrested for holding church services, a man was arrested by 15 police
at the order of the Governor for protesting across the street from an abortion center while on a public sidewalk
that was open to the public, a man in
San Diego was arrested by the Coast
Guard for fishing in the harbor, in a
boat by himself and put in jail and
placed in a holding cell with a number
of other people, in Los Angeles a family holding a birthday party for a oneyear old in a private home were removed from the home by 18 police at

Eleven Government agencies illegally
launched investigation into ever aspect
of his life causing him to suffer lose of
income and harassment by these agencies. His life was never the same again.
Obama was elected President and was
highly successful in moving the Country
farther to the left. Unemployment rose
to an all time high, thousands of American were on food stamps, Temporary
Aid for Needy Families and the national dept went from $9-trillion to $19trillion. All this in keeping with the 8Steps guidelines to bring about a Socialist Government as set forth by Saul
Alinsky.

They have been successful in pirating
the stimulus aid by forcing the inclusion
of almost a trillion dollars on political
PORK that does nothing to combat the
pandemic but includes $300,000,000
for “Immigrants,” $25,000,000 for toilet paper for Congress and $40-Billion
for the Department of Education.

But, that is not want the Democrat/
Socialist want. They want the American
people dependent on the central Government.

And to add to the absurdity California
Senator Dianne Feinstein is demanding
billions of dollars in aid be sent to Iran
while her Socialist Democrat colleagues
Was the Chinese Virus AKA Corona- are on national television bragging on
virus an accident or it was intentional? how they blocked the aid for American
We may never know. However, their small businesses. (See page 1)
cover up, with the aid of the corrupt They are still demanding more PORK,
World Health Organization (WHO) but the GOP is saying “No Way Jose.”
was intentional and criminal. The But we’ll see if they have the courage to
WHO, at the bidding of the Chinese, hold the line.
even after it began spreading through- Our Country is in serious danger of
out Europe down played the dangers of being taken over by the Socialist Demthe virus with the Countries around the ocrats and the “Transformation of
world.
American” to a Socialist Government.
Given the WHO’s history of corruption this is not shocking news, yet not
one Country did anything to address
the problem, not even the United
States. Like the United Nations (UN) it
is a self-serving worldwide organization
mainly supported by the United States.
However, as President Trump exposes

Maybe God is looking after us by sending the coronavirus so we might see up
close and real what a Socialist Government looks like. And the preview is
only a glimpse of the dictatorship and
tyranny that will be unleashed on the
American people.
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COVID-19 Emergency Help!
Are you recently unemployed OR laid-off due to the CORONAVIRUS crisis?
Are you are an enrolled member or a descendent of an American Indian Tribe and living off the Reservation?
Does your family need emergency supportive services (food, rental assistance, utilities, etc.)?
YOU AUTOMATICALLY QUALIFY FOR SERVICES, IF you are on CalWORKS, Tribal TANF or with
a County/State TANF or any other public assistance program.

For more information please contact:

SCAIR
San Diego Resource Center
239 East Main Street
El Cajon CA 92020
619-328-0676
Serving San Diego County.

SCAIR
Ventura Resource Center
877 South Victoria Ave. Suite 110
Ventura CA 93003
805-765-6243
Serving Ventura, Santa Barbara, San Luis Obispo, Santa Cruz, Monterey, San
Benito and Sonoma Counties.
“Work Readiness Training Program.”

Information Call 1-888-217-2247
Charlie Two Doggs Corner
“One Day At A Time”

Because Our Sisters Matter!

By Ernie C. Salgado Jr.
the Country have AA or NA
meetings. Check you local paper, church, Internet or ask
someone. Make sure you have a
Remember me? My name is
Charlie Two Doggs, I was introduced to you in February as your
new “Imaginary” American Indian Reporter advocate for the
elimination of Alcohol and the
Abuse of other drugs and Domestic Violence in Indian Country and the return to Tribal Customs, Values and Traditions.

For clarification, Alcohol and
the abuse of other drugs and
Domestic Violence has no racial,
sexes or wealth barriers. It’s an
equal opportunity disease/illness.
However, for the purpose of this
publication I will be dealing with
the American Indian Tribal
Community.
What is not fiction is my message on Alcohol and the Abuse
of other drugs and Domestic
Violence. In Indian Country
these issues are as real as it gets
as the horrors that many tribal
families have endured from Domestic Violence would make
Freddie Kruger look like a saint.
Again, my preference is the 12step program offered by AA and
NA. Almost every town or city in

dollar for the offering. If not go
anyway, no one cares, everyone
is just like you, looking for sobriety.
Below are the original 12-steps
as published by Alcoholics
Anonymous (AA):

1) We admitted we are powerless over alcohol—that our lives
had become unmanageable.
2) Came to believe that a power
greater than ourselves could restore us to sanity.
3) Made a decision to turn our
will and our lives over to the care
of God or higher power as we
understood Him or it.
4) Made a searching and fearless
moral inventory of ourselves.
5) Admitted to God or higher
power, to ourselves, and to another human being the exact
nature of our wrongs.
6) Were entirely ready to have
God or higher power remove all
these defects of character.
7) Humbly asked Him or the
higher power to remove our
shortcomings.
8) Made a list of all persons we

had harmed, and became willing
to make amends to them all.
9) Make direct amends to such
people wherever possible, except
when to do so would injure them
or others.
10) Continued to take personal
inventory, and when we were
wrong, promptly admitted it.
11) Seek through prayer and
meditation to improve our conscious contact with God as we
understood Him, praying only
for knowledge of His will for us
and the power to carry that out.
12) Having had a spiritual awakening as the result of these steps,
we tried to carry this message to
alcoholics, and to practice these
principles in all our affairs.

Contributed by Mia Basquez, Tribal Member,
Soboba Band of Luiseno Indians

God Bless all the
Mothers in the World
for without them we
would have no leadership!
If you are bless to still have your Mother, Kisses & Huggs
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Charlie Daniels: Politician the Worst
Coronavirus 'Scammers, Gougers, Hoarders'
Words 'to express the contempt I have for them are not in my vocabulary'
Source: Since 1997 WND A Free Press for a Free People - By WND Staff April 4, 2020 Contributed by Ashley Salgado-Galvan, Soboba Indian Reservation
Country-rock superstar Charlie
Daniels, whose full schedule of
concerts at the age of 83 has
been suspended because of the
coronavirus, blasted
"scammers, gougers and hoarders" seeking a quick profit amid
the crisis.

a situation that threatens America’s health and economy and
it affects every man, woman
and child in the nation, are
making plans to hold a hearing
on President Trump’s handling
of the coronavirus pandemic.

In his weekly Soap Box column, he makes it clear that the
worst among the scammers
who target the most vulnerable
and helpless among us" are the
politicians.

express the contempt I have
for them are not in my vocabulary," he said.
“It's the same Nancy who encouraged San Franciscans to
'Visit Chinatown, we think it's
very safe in Chinatown,' as the
coronavirus was beginning to
take hold and people rightfully
feared going to Chinatown or
other areas for fear of contracting it."
Schiff, he said, is the "same
lying, leaking, sniveling reprobate … who told the American
people that there was proof of
collusion against Trump [and]
started an investigation into a
phone call the president had
with the president of Ukraine."
"I liken Pelosi, Schiff and all
the rest of the Democrats who
support this madness to desert-

Some Americans, he said, are
getting their hands on scarce
and vital products and jacking
up the price up to ten times its
worth. Others are simply buying much more than they need
"with no thought or concern
about who they are depriving."
"Then there are the politicians

who try to gain political advantages by playing the blame
game, who lack the honesty to
admit their own faults," he said.
"Nobody personifies the worst
in America more than Nancy
Pelosi and Adam Schiff who
are, even now in the middle of

"The words I would need to

First off. to even consider the question
that if illegal immigrants should be allowed to vote in any election in America is beyond absurd.
What part of “Illegal Immigrants” is
not understood?
These people have broken federal immigration laws by entering the United
States of America “illegally” again, the
magic word that the Socialist Democrats don’t want to accept, which means
“not legal,” “Broke Federal immigration Law” and as such they are criminals.

ers who walk away from the life
and death battle the country is
fighting and pursue their own
sordid purposes ," Daniels
wrote. "At a time when America desperately needs 'all hands
on deck,' the Democrats have
chosen to take another shot at
tearing the nation apart, and
the sad thing is. They know it’s
just another fruitless witch
hunt."

sonnel, and the maintenance
staffs at the medical facilities
[who] daily walk into the belly
of the beast, constantly in danger and living under forced
diligence of self-preservation
where a faulty face mask, forgotten eyewear or any slip up
in stringent sanitary protocol
could result in contracting a
deadly disease."

Daniels has been honored for
his gospel music, Southern
rock anthems and country hits.
He started out in the blue grass
genre with the Misty Mountain
Boys and moved to Nashville
in 1967.

Elvis Presley recorded a tune
Daniels co-wrote titled "It
Hurts Me," which was released
on the flip side of "Kissin’
He also commended the po- Cousins." He played on such
Among the country's best are lice and fire departments, the landmark albums as Bob Dylthe "doctors, nurses, EMT per- truckers and farmers.
an's "Nashville Skyline."

No Way Jose!
However, even as resent as the middle
of April 2020 the Socialist Democrats
were able to set aside $300-millon in
the stimulus bail out for “immigrants”
and you can bet a big chunk will go to
assist the illegal immigrants.

went to the Department of Education
which made the Teacher Union very
happy.

Now the American Indian Tribes are in
conflict with the Alaskan Natives over
the $8-billion. An old Bureau of Indian
you a bone of $2.5-million for housing. Affairs (BIA) strategy of pitting one
The $8-billion was on the coronavirus tribe against another, divide and conside of the ledger, which was still short- quer. For some mysterious reason the
ed by $10-billion.
tribal leaders don’t seem to learn.
But the U.S post office need $20- Suggestion, is for the American Indian
billion to offset the addition cost it in- Tribes and the Alaskan Native unite
curred from the sweetheart deal with and go back to congress and “Get Your
Amazon.
Fair Share”.

And for all the American Indian and
Alaskan Natives that continue to support the Socialist Democrats they threw And let’s not forget the $40-billion that
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Shayne's Journal
Shelter in place. Social Distancing.
Pandemic. Zoom. And a few words
based in science.

By Shayne Del Cohen
Always looking for comment/dialogue.......shayne@sprintmail.com …..til next month. sdc

The globe now shares a new vocabulary practices, notably reduced employand on the web, institutions have been ment. As those that have read my dribripped to the core.
blings since 2000, “society” will have to
The Age of Information is now viewed revisit concepts of labor.
by all as instantaneous communication
has been the way information, fear,
ideas, and entertainment have been
shared over the last few months, to say
nothing of the shift of daily commerce.
For tribal leaders, the traditional roles
remain the same: the safety and welfare
of the community. Within that circle,
the spiritual, the cultural values and the
understanding of an individual’s relationship to the ecosystems of their surroundings and each other is the responsibility of each member.
On the day to to day level, the reliance
of the world population on electronic
media signals things will never be “the
same”. (Not that every day is the same,

or to borrow from the Jewish liturgy,
“Why is this day different than all others?”).
The supply chain, education, telemedicine and much more has become electronic. Many institutions will find ways
to continue in this mode as a means of
survival. The operational and maintenance costs of large-scale developments
will be re-examined to adopt cost-saving

tribal leadership and community devel- And it will impact the packaged food
opment has never been better.
industry as they will have little product
The economics, or rather the long-term to can or freeze, elongating the diminconsequences of COVID 19, portend a ished food supply for at least a year or
What does this mean for tribal commu- world-wide depression. Perhaps, for the two.
nities?
first time in a long time, the “isms” of So what is the status of the tribal food
A lot will depend on their geographic socialism, capitalism, and communism, bank and “Victory” gardens? Clean
will cease to be bandied about and the water systems intact? Alternative enerlocation, size, and population.
communalism of indigenous groups gy systems implemented? Water rights
Immediately, it means that access and
will re-emerge as have so many tradi- and groundwater protected?
availability to electronic media is essentional practices.
The impact of closed schools and coltial unless the community decides to
become a self-sufficient isolate. Both In the meantime, there are many tasks leges-on-line offer so much opportunity
to be accomplished. In the coming for groups to implement curriculum
are attractive poles.
decade, the incomes from national, and faculty that it is dizzy with potential.
If the former, reliable broadband and
state and local jurisdictions will be vast- So no more whining about lethargic
“last mile” access are paramount.
ly reduced, if not zeroed out. Thus en- school systems........get out there and
Funding for such is included in the
tities must find ways to rebuild produc- do it!
CARES Act. Hopefully, y’all are agtion of goods and services without “Traditional medicine” has enjoyed a
gressively on it.
much capital infusion.
resurgence of respect and use. CHR’s
If the latter is chosen, reorganization of
Starting with safety and welfare, tribal dramatically demonstrated the value
every day life of each individual comcommunities need to examine their and impact of outreach and contact.
munity member dictates a return to
emergency response protocols and ca- One no longer needs an eight year demany traditional practices, suprapacities. From everyone being trained gree to accomplish many western mediprotection of corporate status/land/
in first-aid to the green/yellow/red pa- cine health checks and chores, especialnatural resources, and a clear vision of
per-in-the-window check systems, there ly with the aid of electronics. Have you
the future.
are many cost-effective ways to create a re-evaluated or designed your health
As usual, a mix is probably reality.
base of security.
station or clinical practices?
Since the world is neither black or The fact that many farmers across the To borrow a phrase: “It was the worst
white, ying or yang, but in a moment of nation are dumping or plowing under of time; it was the best of times”.
vacuum, sucking it all in, the time for their crops means that the supply of
fresh foods will hit crisis in September.

Learn More-Trivia: From Shayne’s Journal
Although Europe is a leading chocolate
producer nowadays, the treat can be
traced back to Mexico, which has been
cultivating cacao plants since 1900 BC.

native Caddo tribe, called the Nacogdoche, ﬁrst inhabited the area around 800
A.D., remaining there until the Spanish
claimed ownership.

2,300 miles long and is fed by tributaries from 32 different U.S. states.
Though many might assume it's the
longest river in the country, the MissisWhen the Spanish later lost control, a sippi is actually in second place behind
series of conﬂicts broke out, culminat- the Missouri River, the longest river in
ing in the 1832 Battle of Nacogdoches North America.
between Mexico and Texas. Texas The root of the word Mississippi begins
claimed victory and later joined the with “Messipi” — a French interpretation of the Native American AnUnited States in 1845.
Located in eastern Texas, Nacogdo- ishinaabe term “Misi-ziibi,” which
ches remains one of the most historic translates to “Great River.” This 2,348towns in the Lone Star State and at- mile river is the second largest on the
tracts visitors worldwide, just like it did North American continent.

The Olmec were the ones who started
the process of roasting and grinding the
beans, then mixing with water, honey,
vanilla, and chili peppers to create a
bitter drink. Mayans and Aztecs believed that the beneﬁts of chocolate
were god-like, and eventually reserved
cacao for royalty. Spanish conquerors
transformed the drink into the sugary
substance we know (and eat too much
of) today.
centuries ago.
Hernan Cortes introduced chocolate to Five might sound like itʼs wrong, but
Europe, and the rest is history. Today, let's count them off. Everyone gets Atthe average American consumes 12 lantic and Paciﬁc relatively quickly.
pounds of chocolate a year. Thank Then you have the Indian Ocean and
you, Mexico!
the Arctic Ocean, which is getting a lot
Thanks to Teddy Roosevelt, the United States didn't bulldoze its sprawling
forests. Instead, we ended up with millions and millions of acres of beautiful
protected wilderness, where Americans
can commune with all kinds of nature.
Tongass National Forest in Southeast
Alaska is the biggest of all of them. It
covers 16.5 million acres, roughly half
the size of North Carolina. There's no
shortage of activities either. Take a
hike, spot some eagles, camp, ﬁsh, or
ride a dog sled across a glacier. There
are also a few cultural centers in the
forest, where you can learn about native culture, geology, and wildlife.
Nacogdoches was founded in 1779 and
is said to be the oldest city in Texas. A

Rivers, at last arriving in the Paciﬁc
Ocean. That's a big feat for a small
lake!
Hawaiian King Kalakaua and his sister/
successor, Queen Liliuokalani, once
called Iolani Palace home. Located in
Honolulu's downtown, the palace
served as the ofﬁcial residence for the
monarchy from 1882 to 1893. Built by
“The Merrie Monarch,” Iolani featured
opulent furniture, international ornaments, and royal portraits, as well as the
ﬁrst ﬂush toilet and electric light system
in all of Hawaii.
The royals were overthrown by the
U.S. government in 1893, Hawaii became a U.S. territory in 1898, and ﬁnally a state in 1959, where the Iolani Palace served as the states capitol building.
Nowadays, when you visit, you can go
on a walking tour of the historic area,
including a self-guided audio tour of
the palace.

It starts in northern Minnesota in Lake
Itasca and goes through 10 U.S. states
before emptying into the Gulf of Mexico in Louisiana. At its widest point, the
Mississippi River stretches seven miles.
Interestingly, many of Mark Twainʼs
stories feature the Mississippi river,
of attention recently, what with all the
In general, the East Coast of the United
which helped cement it into American
melting ice caps. The one we hear the
States tends to be more densely popufolklore.
least about is the Southern Ocean,
lated than the rest of the country
which is the youngest. Not youngest in Contrary to its name, Two Ocean Lake (largely due to these states' smaller
that it just formed, but youngest in that does not drain into two oceans. That size). With that in mind, New Jersey
it was only ofﬁcially deﬁned back in trait is unique to Isa Lake in Yellow- takes the ultimate title of most densely
2000, when the International Hydro- stone National Park in the northwest populated state.
corner of Wyoming. At an elevation of
graphic Organization set its limits.
According to World Population Re8,262 feet, Isa sits at the top of the conIf you want to get truly technical, there
view's 2019 estimates, the Garden State
tinental divide, so high that it somereally is just one ocean: The boundahas a population of 8,922,547, making
times overﬂows with snowmelt in the
for a density of 1,213 people per
ries and names of these ﬁve are purely
spring, forcing the lake to drain in two
square mile. This is just ahead of
human inventions.
directions. In one direction, water ﬂows Rhode Island's 1,022 people per
Among the most iconic and important to the Firehole River in the west and
waterways in American history, the then zigzags, eventually ending up in square mile. Compare that to the vast
Mighty Mississippi begins at its source the Atlantic Ocean via the Mississippi land of Alaska, which boasts just one
in Lake Itasca, Minnesota, and ends in Delta. In the other, water from the east person per square mile, or Wyoming,
with six per square mile.
the Gulf of Mexico.
passes into Shoshone Lake, then zigIn total, the Mississippi River is over zags west via the Columbia and Snake
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“Laughter is the Best Medicine”
The Funnies were contributed by Ret. U.S. Army
Coronel, John V. Meyers a Tribal member of the
Santa Rosa Band of Mission Indians So. CA.
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